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PROGRAMME

Overture " Le Nozze di Figaro " . . Mozart

Concerto No. i in D, for Violoncello
and Orchestra . Haydn

Intermezzo (Introduction to Act IV)
from " Carmen " . Bizet

Concerto for Violoncello and Orchestra, Op. 85 Elgar

INTERVA L

Concerto in B. minor, for Violoncello
and Orchestra, Op. 104 . Dvorak

In accordance with the requirements ot the London County Council :—(i) Thepublic may leave at the end of the peformance or exhibition by all exit doors and
such doors must at that time be open, (ii) All gangways, corridors, staircases and
external passageways intended for exit shall be kept entirely free from ob¬
struction, whether permanent or temporary, (iii) Persons shall not be permittedto stand or sit in any of the gangways intersecting the seating, or to sit in anyof the other gangways. If standing be permitted in the gangways at the sidesand rear of the seating, it shall be limited to the numbers indicated in the notice
exhibited in those positions.
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ANALYTICAL PROGRAMME

Overture "Le Nozze di Figaro" . . Mozart
"Le Nozze di Figaro" was produced at Vienna on May 1st, 1786, the

libretto, based on Beaumarchais's comedy, being by the Abbé da Ponte. The
work was composed by Mozart in obedience to a command from the
Emperor Joseph II. It was first performed in London, in Italian, at the
King's Theatre in the Haymarket on June 18th, 1812.

This Overture begins at once with the exuberant and impetuous first
theme, given out by the lower strings. It presents an exception to the rules
of Sonata form usually observed in Mozart's day, in that it has no develop¬
ment section, the reprise coming immediately after the unusually extended
statement of the second subject and its attendant themes. There is no con¬

nection, save in respect of atmosphere, between the Overture and the opera;
both bubble over with the most infectious joy of life and inexhaustible good
spirits, which alternate with passing moments of pensiveness. But these are
not allowed to cloud the prevailing gaiety for long.

Concerto No. 1 in D, for Violoncello
and Orchestra ..... Haydn

(1732-1809)
Allegro moderato.
Adagio.

Rondo—Allegro.

Haydn wrote in all thirty-one concertos for various solo instruments
other than the piano. Nine were for violin and six for 'cello. Until
recently this was the only one of the latter known in the concert room,
where it has lately won for itself a new lease of popularity. Meanwhile two
others, one of which happens to be in the same key, have been published,
but this one continues to hold its own.

It was written in 1772, five years after Prince Nicholas Esterhazy had
installed himself in his new palace, with Haydn for his Kapellmeister. It
was about this time that Prince Louis de Rohan, the French Ambassador to
Vienna, visited Esterház, and described it as "having no palace but Versailles
to compare to it for magnificence." The 'cellist then was probably Kiiffel.
His predecessor was Joseph Weigl, father of that Joseph Weigl who wrote
the popular opera, Die Schweizerfamiiie, and who could claim Haydn as
his godfather. But the elder Weigl had left the Esterhazy service thrèe
years earlier to join the orchestra of the Imperial Opera at Vienna.
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Hear him again —when
you wish 1
SOME GRAND RECORDINGS BY

Pablo
Casals

Air and Variations on Theme from " The Magic
Flute " (Beethoven) with Cortot DA915-916

Spanish Dance (Granados) : Vito (Poffer) DA1015
Gavotte {Valentint) \ Tonadilla {De Laserna) : Largo

{Vivaldi) DA1118
Nocturne in E Flat {Chopin) : Prelude {Chopin) DB966
O Star of Eve ("Tannhâuser") : Prize Song ("Meister-

singer ") DB1012
Evening Song {Schumann) : Berceuse de Jocelyn

{Godard) DB1039
Goyescas — Intermezzo {Granados)-. Toccata in G

{Bach) DB1067
Song without words in D {Mendelssohn) : Songs my

Mother taught me {Dvorak) : Flight of the Bumble
Bee {Rimsky-Korsakov) DB1399

Andante {Bach) : Aria from Suite No. 3 in D {Bach)
DB1404

Sonata in A {Boccherini). Allegro and Adagio DB1392
Come, Sweet Death {Bach) DB1400
Sonata in A, Op. 69 {Beethoven) with Otto Schulhof :

Minuet in G {Beethoven) DB1417-19
Concert* in B flat {Boccherini) with L.S.O. DB3056-58
Kol Nidrei {Bruck) with L.S.O. DB3063-4
Sonata in C {Beethoven) with Horszowski DB3065-66
Concerto in B Minor {Dvorak) with Czech Philharmonic

Orchestra DB3288-92

Trios, with Cortot and Thibaud—
G Major {Haydn) DA895-6
No. 1 in B Flat {Schubert) DB947-50
B Flat Major {Beethoven) DB1223-27
D Minor, Op. 49 {Mendelssohn) DB1072-75
D Minor, Op. 63 {Schumann) DB1209-12

Double Concerto in A Minor {Brahms) with Thibaud
and Orchestra. Conducted by Cortot DB1311-14

Casals has also recorded the following Bach Suites for
unaccompanied 'cello: No. 1 in G, No. 2 in D minor,
No. 3 in C, No. 6 in D. for the Bach Society. Your dealer
can give you details.

From TO-DAY'S Programme
Overture — " Le Nozze di Figaro "

{Mozart). Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra (Clemens Krauss)

C2194
Concerto in D for Violoncello and

Orchestra {Haydn). Suggia, with
Orchestra conducted by John
Barbirolli D1518-20

Concerto, Op. 85, for Violoncello and
Orchestra {Elgar). Beatrice
Harrison and the New Symphony
Orchestra conducted by the com¬
poser D1507-09

Prelude to Final Act of " Carmen "
{Bizet). Symphony Orchestra

B3623
Concerto in B Minor, Op. 104

{Dvorak). CASALS and the Czech
Philharmonic Orchestra (Georg
Szell) DB3288-92

ALBERT COATES
has conducted many recordings
for "His Master's Voice." Your
dealer can give you details.

"C" & "DA" Records, 4/"D" S- "DB" 6¡-

HIS MASTER'S VOICE
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It may be of interest to recall the dimensions of the orchestra which
presumably accompanied Ktiffel at the first performance. Prince Nicholas,
with reckless extravagance, had enlarged it on taking possession of his
palace, and it now numbered from sixteen to twenty-two players. The
string parts were doubled or trebled. The wind consisted generally of one
flute, two oboes, two bassoons and two horns. Although clarinets had been
included in the Mannheim orchestra as early as 1759, they were not added
to that of Esterház until 1776, four years after the date of this concerto.
When, eighteen years later, Haydn came to London, and wrote symphonies
for Johann-Peter Salomon, he had an orchestra of forty, which was con¬
sidered a very large one at the time. The strings alone numbered some¬
times as many as twenty-seven.

The first movement of the Concerto opens with the tutti that was then
customary, introducing the first subject: —

on the violins and violas in thirds, and the second on the woodwind: —

the whole being brought to a conclusion with a new subsidiary figure. Then
the "cello, accompanied by strings, elaborates the first subject, continues it
with some florid passages, and proceeds to the second subject, which it
discusses with the bassoon. More elaboration follows, then a new theme.
After another tutti the 'cello has a new melody in the relative minor. From
this point the music follows the usual course until the cadenza is reached,
followed by a Coda founded on the first subject.

The A dagio somewhat resembles an aria. The melody : —

is announced by the solo 'cello and the bassoon, and repeated by the
orchestra, after which the solo 'cello proceeds to elaborate it.

The final Rondo has all Haydn's usual liveliness. The solo 'cello announces
the theme : —

i
which is at once taken up by the orchestra. The soloist then introduces an

episode : —

11
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From the first days of revolt, there has
been a News Chronicle reporter in Spain.
Through every phase of the struggle, a
brilliant team of correspondents has sent
vivid, illuminating dispatches recording the
news and telling the truth about the war.
Even in the recent, tragic days in Madrid,
William Forrest was there describing scenes
of which he was himself an eye-witness.

As the spotlight of international affairs
shifts from country to country, from one
arena to another, News Chronicle reporters
are there, sending home the true story of all
that happens. Follow the course of inter- %
national events in the

NEWS CHRONICLE
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after which a return is made to the opening theme. This is the normal
procedure in a Rondo, and it is repeated with other episodes, the solo part
becoming progressively more and more elaborate. Finally, the cadenza is
reached, after which there is a Coda, founded on the opening subject, which
is entrusted to the woodwind, whilst the soloist is occupied with his or her
final display of bravura.

Intermezzo (Introduction to Act IV)
from " Carmen " Bizet

Ever since Carmen was first produced at the Opéra-Comique in Paris on
March 3rd, 1875, critics have disputed as to how far its music may be
considered genuinely Spanish. Bizet certainly had access to collections of
popular Spanish melodies, and he acknowledged himself that Carmen's
first song in Act I (the habanera) was a deliberate imitation of a song by
Sebastian Yradier. "What the composer did," says Mr. D. C. Parker in
his Life of Bizet, "was to assimilate the forms, the rhythms and accents of
the songs, after which he created new themes, wherein the Spanish melody
came to life again, wherein his own personality is evident." Julien Tiersot,
quoted by Mr. Parker, could hardly believe that the Intermezzo between
Acts III and IV was composed by Bizet himself. It is certainly the most
characteristically Spanish number in the whole opera, and subsequent
research has traced the melody to a Spanish musical comedy of 1804 com¬
posed by Manuel Garcia.

The piece is in D minor, but it begins and ends on the dominant, A, and
all the way through there is the typical hesitation between D and A, and
the four notes of the descending minor scale—D, C, B flat, A used as a
repeated bass—common to a large amount of Spanish music from Domenico
Scarlatti to Albeniz and Granados.

Concerto for Violoncello and
Orchestra, Op. 85 ... Elgar

(1857-1934)
This work was composed in the summer of 1919 and followed immediately

upon the three chamber works (Violin Sonata, Op. 82; String Quartet,
Op. 83; Piano Quintet, Op. 84). It was first performed on October 27th, 1919,
under the composer's direction at a concert of the London Symphony
Orchestra, with Mr. Felix Salmond as soloist.

, The difficult problem of balance involved in the writing of a 'cello
concerto is one to which every composer who has grappled with it has
furnished his own solution. Elgar's is to adopt a mode of writing for the
solo instrument which draws to an unusual degree upon its capacity for a
chivalrous mode of expression (nobilmente) whilst, at the same time, treating
the orchestra with more than usual reticence and discretion. But for the
prominence thereby given to the soloist the result might be chamber music
on a larger scale. The form adopted is that of a sonata-fantasy, whose
culmination is in the finale, the opening section being of an introductory
character indicating the mood of the whole.
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This first section opens Adagio with a recitative for the 'cello: —

AI odcrato

which is afterwards taken up by the solo 'cello attended by clarinets and
horns, and further developed to a fortissimo climax. Presently the time
changes to 12-8 for the second subject: —

continuation of which passes into the major with : -

Ex.1

which at the same time gives a key to the significance of the work and dis¬
closes material of which more use will be made later. The main portion of
the movement, Moderato, commences on the violas with: —

This proceeds quietly until the return of Ex. 2, soon after which the move¬
ment subsides upon a sustained bass which links it to the next.

The second section, like the first, is preceded by a recitative {lento), with
hints from the orchestral strings of the theme that is coming. After a cadenza
this reveals itself as: —

Ev ç A lloaro mol to

It is developed against an orchestral background too slight to prejudice the
delicate tones of the 'cello's upper register. A change of mood prepares the
way for the second subject : —

largamente
a tempo
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which provides a marked contrast. The two reappear alternately and are
heard in association towards the end, No. 6, on violins and clarinets against
figuration derived from Ex. 5.

The slow movement is short, consisting of some sixty bars, and it is
scored only for two clarinets, two bassoons, two horns and strings. It is of
purely lyrical character, with an extended melodic line, commencing thus : —

the last portion of which is to reappear for a moment in the Finale. The
music becomes more impassioned and then dies down to a whisper.

The Finale follows immediately, commencing with a short Allegro, com¬
prising declamatory passages all derived from Ex. 1. These prepare the way
for the principal theme, which is clearly related: —

and which is heralded by a short cadenza. This subject dominates the move¬
ment, but the second subject: —

also plays an important part. This is the only movement which has a
development section in the ordinary sense, and even here it is so free that
one cannot dissociate it from the recapitulation, which is just as varied.
The coda, beginning poco più lento, expands into an impassioned epilogue in
which the Adagio is recalled. Then the opening chords, and Ex. 8 bring
the work to a vigorous conclusion.

Sir MUIRHEAD BONE will make an appeal
for the Casals Concert fund for Spanish children.

INTERVAL
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NOVELLO'S
SIXPENNY
BIOGRAPHIES OF GREAT MUSICIANS

BACH
I by Harvey Grace

General Editor : W. McNaught

BEETHOVEN

J by W. McNaught
BERLIOZ

by Edward Lockspeiser

IRAHMS
by Alec Robertson

HANDEL

J by J. A. Westrup
MENDELSSOHN

by Marion Scott

Price

61
each

number

MOZART
by F. Bonavia

PURCELL
by A. K. Holland

SCHUBERT
by Eric Blom

SCHUMANN
by Edwin Evans

TCHAIKOVSKY
by Gerald Abraham |

WAGNER
by Ernest Newman
*(DoubJe Number)

1/-

A series designed to give at a moderate price
short summaries of the lives and work of the
great musicians. Produced in pocket size with

an attractive portrait cover.

EXTRACTS FROM THE FRESS
"... should be invaluable to the

ordinary listener who has just dis¬
covered that great music is not half
so serious and dull as he has been
led to believe. Each essay is written
by a first-rate musician and critic . •

. some of whom you will recognise
as contributors to these pages."

Radio Times.
" These new portrait-cover pocket

sixpennies ... fill the bill in varying
ways." Musical Times.
"... these miniature biographies,

all by experts in their subject, are
particularly adapted to the uses of
school and appreciation classes."

Liverpool Daily Post.
"The issue will fill a want which

must be keenly felt by the concert-
goer . . . the English is terse and
very readable." Liverpool Echo.

NOVELLO & CO., LTD., 160 WARDOUR STREET

LONDON, W. 1

MUSIC FOR

Publishers of

ANY AND EVERY OCCASION
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Concerto in B minor for Violoncello

and Orchestra, Op. 104 . . . Dvorak
( 1841-1904")

Allegro.

Adagio ma non troppo.

Allegro moderato.

The music of Czecho-Slovakia owes its fame in largest measure to
Smetana, the composer of "The Bartered Bride," who founded the national
school, and to Dvorak who consolidated its international position by his
triumphs in many countries.

The 'Cello Concerto is one of three works, the others being the string
quartets in A flat and G, which date from 1895, the year of the composer's
return from America, where he had spent three years. As he had been
notoriously homesick, it is not unreasonable to regard these works as reflect¬
ing his feelings at the early prospect of returning to his native land. It was
begun November 8th, 1894, and completed February 9th, 1895, but the last
sixty bars were rewritten in June 1896. It is dedicated to Professor Hanus
Wihan, of the Prague Conservatoire, four of whose pupils had founded
three years earlier the celebrated Bohemian String Quartet. One of these.
Otto Berger, the 'cellist, suffered from ill-health and had to give up his post
in 1893, whereupon Professor Wihan himself took his place, which he re¬
tained until 1918. From 1898 onwards he was a frequent visitor to England
as 'cellist of the Quartet.

Concertos for a solo instrument, with orchestra, range from those in which
the latter is relegated to the position of an accompanist, to those in which
the former is merely "first among his peers" of the orchestra. Dvorak's
'Cello Concerto stands about midway. At first 'cellists were inclined to

complain that he had not given them sufficient prominence, but even then
the "virtuoso" concerto was in its decline, and whilst many works which
satisfied them in this respect have sunk into unregretted oblivion, this one
maintains the hold it has acquired on the affections both of 'cellists and of
the public. Brahms is reputed to have said of it that, had he known that
it was possible to write such a fine 'cello concerto, he would have attempted
one himself. That a 'cello concerto is no easy task for a composer is proved
by the very small number of those which can be said to belong to the
current concert repertoire.

The first performance was given under the composer's direction at a
concert of the Philharmonic Society in London on March 19th, 1896, with
Leo Stern as the soloist.
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The first movement opens with the customary tutti, the principal theme
being stated at the outset by the clarinets, followed by bassoons: —

No. i. CI.
» ■ m

_ (g ,

Str. Bassoons.

1 1 g-'-F—i r- "-"-A —~—d
I , , » ^

■^2 —ZgZZZI^ZIg _

iiÜlJàl

It is elaborated and worked up to a climax, after which the second
subject : —

g*»- j j 1 1 ,

m 5=3Sp

is introduced by the horns, followed by wood-wind. Another theme, of
rhythmical character: —

No. 3. —
S I»- -:_-i

is heard before the end of the tutti. The exposition being now completed,
the solo instrument enters, quasi improvisando, with material derived from
the first theme: —

No. 4.

In the continuation: —

No. 5.
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HERE is an irresistible fascination about a second-hand bookshop, some magic quality
that lures enthusiasts back again and again to explore the rich promise of its book-lined

terior. How trifling the joys of purchasing a new book, in comparison with that delightful
sense of satisfaction that accompanies the acquisition of some long-coveted second-hand
treasure! In the shabbily ornate binding and the tarnished gilt edges, the familiar musty
smell of its yellowing leaves and the faded inscription on the fly-leaf, lingers an indefinable
air of romance that gives an added flavour to one's enjoyment of its contents.

jfOR the lover of literature London holds many such haunts. For the music-lover they
are numbered. Prominent among these chosen few is a little establishment in one of

the busiest thoroughfares of the metropolis. Aptly indeed has the Bookshop of Harold
Reeves been described as "the musician's happy hunting ground" : as soon as you cross the
threshold it casts a spell of enchantment upon you. Here you will find musical wealth in
abundance: old and rare editions of books on Music and Musicians in all languages, Auto¬
graph Letters, Musical Manuscripts and old Prints—treasures culled from the collections of
the musician and connoisseur of a bygone generation. Music of all descriptions is also
stocked, as well as a large selection of new books.

3MAGINE, then, the fascination of the catalogue in which these rarities are listed. Whynot send for one to-day from—

Jíarolb &eebes pooks¡í)op for Jilustctaná
210 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON. W.C.2
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CONCERT PRINTING
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75 FAIRFAX ROAD, SWISS COTTAGE, N.W.6
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Telephone
MAI 00 55
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is heard. Presently a point is reached where the solo instrument has a long
trill, whilst the wood-wind has fragments of the principal theme. This is
then taken up by the solo 'cello staccato in semi-quavers : —

No. 6.

The second tutti opens with a grandioso passage in D major, to which a
trumpet fanfare adds brilliance. The solo instrument then re-enters with
more elaboration. What appears to be an episode occurs when, against a
string tremolo, flute and oboe introduce a new phrase: —

but it is really yet another derivative of the first subject. There is no
cadenza to this movement, which ends in a Coda based on the first subject.

The slow movement begins with a simple idyllic melody given out by the
clarinet : —

No. 8.

IH^SÜ

m. ssr^
.UOj-i : &c.

and taken up by the solo 'cello. The middle section is more dramatic. It
opens with four bars of vigorous tutti followed by a new theme on the
'cello : —

No. 9.

: &c.
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with staccato accompaniment on the violins and a counter-subject on the
clarinet. When the first melody returns it is given to the horns against
pizzicato on the basses. There follows further elaboration by the solo
instrument and some of the wood-wind, and the movement ends quietly.

The Finale is in Rondo form. There is an introductory tutti of thirty-two
bars foreshadowing the principal theme, which is then given out by the 'cello
against the wood-wind : —

Soon a brief episode is reached, which leads by a candenza-like passage to
a new subject: —

followed at no great distance by another on the clarinet: —

Presently the tempo slackens to andante, and a new theme of more pensive
character makes its appearance on the 'cello: —

No. 13.

accompanied by clarinets and bassoons. These subjects are variously treated.
A striking instance occurs towards the end, when Ex. 10 is heard in
augmentation on the brass. Once more the tempo slackens, and first the
clarinet, then the horn, remind us in dramatic fashion of the opening of
the first movement. This heralds the Coda, which quickens from andante
to allegro vivo and ends brilliantly.
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